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About This Game

Dark Ages was the first shareware game to support the Adlib & Sound Blaster music cards. If featured a movie style soundtrack
of eight unique songs and themes.

Each volume of Dark Ages has its own unique appearance, with different goals, level designs and locations. Each volume has 10
huge scrolling levels packed with devious traps, creatures and treasures.

Game Features

Built in instructions

Save and restore

Permanent high scores

Sound on/off

Flexible keyboard configuration

Three skill levels
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Bonus Info

The EGA/VGA graphics are colorful and stunning, with fast scrolling screens and high-speed animation. Dark Ages has such
demanding graphics and animation that it requires an 80286 (or 80386) machine to run at proper speed, otherwise it may run too

slowly. (NOTE: Dark Ages runs too fast on 486 or higher computers. You will need to slow them down to play).
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Publisher:
3D Realms (Apogee Software)
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I never had a PSP so I never really got to experience the original LUMINES but I did play it's many sequels and ports, from the
PS2, PS3, PSvita, PC, and even the mobile version that was on my old Nokia and LG phones. I was pretty disappointed in the
original pc port of LUMINES from 10 years ago, it just felt like a cheap knock-off and not the authentic LUMINES experience.
It ran alright on my old laptop, but it just looked so bland when compared even to the mobile version. When I heard that the
original game was being remastered in 2018, I was kind of skeptical at first, but I can tell you that this remaster is just gorgeous!
All the skins and other visual effects have been touched up and simply SHINE. The game supports resolutions up to 4k now,
though I don't use 4k, I'm playing at 1080p. I love the feature that rumbles my controller to the beat of the music, but I do wish I
could use the analog stick to move the blocks, instead of the d-pad. If you're a fan of LUMINES at all you owe it to yourself to
give this a look. Tetris fans should also consider checking it out as well!. The music to these are awesome, I wish there was a
boss in them or something. I like the speed of it but at times even in advanced it feels too easy with the targest you have to
shoot.

Theres a few good throw backs towards the end of the traks. It feels creative and can't wait for more from this team, and what
game you guys come up with in the future. Keep at it and push on to more, and byond. First game like this I feel has what I'm
looking for.. I played some RW with the missus co-op and SP a month or so ago.

It seems that the majority of effort so far has gone into the building mechanics, which are a bit fiddly but are also as good as
I've seen before. With a little patience you can build very realistic looking stuff (within the gfx limits ) - barebones structures
work but you feel compelled to put in those wooden beams and mantles. And then why not a deck, blacksmith shelter, terraced
garden and framed pictures of your favourite old dogs above the fireplace? It's pretty good and will only get better with finer
details. Logistics systems (ie. rails\/conveyer\/power) would make this the best thing ever.

The main drawback at the time of playing though seemed to be progression and incentive. Once I figured out what was going on
it was pretty easy to deck out both myself and the wife with high end gear whilst building a nice and cozy home base. I only
ventured far from home once to get sand (for my window panes) and took the long way back - which provided some survival
challenges running into wild mobs, however for no real gain. This was actually before I'd set up a horse too - which I could have
done much earlier in hindsight. We tunnelled extensively around and near the base, but we never came across a dungeon or
skeletons which would have been cool; but again I'm not sure what I'd actually gain from it given that I could already produce
everything. Well, maybe not a huge gun\/ammo stockpile but pretty much everything else. My typical looking garden alongside
the house could have fed and clothed the 3rd world too, and I believe that was after a nerf.

There was a recent addition of NPC mobs that I ran into a couple of times (besides skellys), however they possessed no
concentrated threat to our base or much else to distinguish themselves from wild animals. I think they are supposed to attack in
groups but this wasnt my experience. There should be more to come there (if not already) and I hope to see a further fleshed out
NPC system to bring more life to RW and the spaces you create. As it stands, the enormous world lacks much to do besides
building after you have spent a few hours gathering\/crafting..... and you don't really need to explore much to do so. There is so
much more out there, but I want to do more than just see it, shoot a big cat and go home. That gets boring enough in RL.

So already a solid purchase if you just like building your own castle 'n town wotnot (albeit an empty one). I couldn't recommend
this EA more for that. The basic survival mechanics are sound enough I guess, but the adventure, strategy and general game
loops could do with some work\/presence for everyone else. Given it's price though I wouldnt worry too much about taking that
gamble - I'd still be content with where its at had I paid twice as much.

Edit: I'd already recommended RW but also just now checked the road map (like a sensible person). It appears that I'm covered
(:. I do not reccomend the loco in it's current state, but read on for more information.

DTG have taken an IHH model and have done... something... to it. I imagine a quick texture upgrade to make it compatible with
the latest version of TS, but other than that it's a mystery to me. I wish DTG would've done better justice to the last steam loco
built by BR.

PROS:
-Good looking, supposedly modernised model, something DTG is getting good at.
-Inclusion of a single and double-chimney version, with BR1A and BR1D tenders. 16T mineral wagons and a brake van are also
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included.
-Fun scenarios. I acutally enjoyed a little challenge in them.

CONS:
-Bad sounds. As usual, DTG fall short of making a two-cylinder, double chinmey beheamoth sound daunting. At high speeds it
sounds like a diesel engine running out of fuel, oil, and coolant, all at the same time. Exactly like the European Asset Black 5...
Oh wait....
-In-cab features need work. The ejector knobs have been modelled, but not animated and used. They just sit there in front of
your face in the cab with no purpose other than to look interesting and unimportant.
-I can't change the headcode from Fast Freight, whish isn't all bad I suppose, considering that's what the 9F was built for. But
when I'm pulling a railtour with Evening Star, I want an Express headcode up front.
-Reliance on 3rds parties to fix otherwise correctable issues. there, I said it.

SSS have a great sound pack that adds seperate sounds to both the single and double-chimey versions, along with some cool
smoke particle effects and a new "dynamic" trillable whistle to replace the standard, repeating, shrieking mess. Steam chest
simulation and accurate brakes, among other things are also included. If you're gonna get this mammoth, don't bother unless you
intend to get the SSS pack alongside it.

This is DTG's way to make a quick pound (or dollar, in my case) with a second-hand model, with no real attention paid to the
contents they spewed forth. Rescued from perdition by SSS, it's a great model for the extra money of a 3rd party enhancement.

Overall 65%, with SSS pack 80%
. What did you honestly expect? Let's get the good stuff out of the way. It has some fun music, but it kinda gets old when there's
only one track playing all throughout the game. It's got a delightful aesthetic. It's also fun in short bursts, and is a fun, simple
game.
Now...It's a tad too simple. And the combat relies on your creatures actually being there, which sometimes they are not, and
you're just screwed. And it doesn't even tell you in anyway that they are out or not unless you look into the rooms, which is
incredibly inconvenient. Not to mention I think it's impossible when an attack is happening. So, click away and hope they are
there. There is a bit of micro managing you can do whilst in combat, but not incredibly so. You can't go full Star Craft, kiting
your foes to death without taking any damage. Also, the pacing just seems a bit off. I'm not sure what it is about it. Could be the
health regen is incredibly slow, basically meaning you just have to sit there waiting before taking quests...doing nothing... I'm
not too sure
It is fun. I certainly don't hate the game, and I don't....neccesarily regret the purchase, but this would be MUCH more at home
on a mobile device where you don't have to sit through it for long periods of time.. Liked it really much!. This is one of those
games that you wish for then it happens and it fulfills all your wishes.
I loved the archery game in the Lab but wanted more simple but harder with the ability to upgrade and move around.
This game gives me all that and a great work out.
Seriously if you like to shoot bows and arrows this is the game for you.. Fun game that is well worth the price. If your looking
for something deep your in the wrong place but if your looking for something to pick up and play for 10 minutes this is it.
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MiGnificent 15. GOOD DANGIT HOLY NATURE , i got sume real fat grizzly bears here , iiiiiiiiiiiihooooooooo LIVE
ACTION IHAAAAA!. I'm glad Steam has great sales, otherwise I might have never seen this game or played it. This is only $2
right now and I think it's worth every penny and more! Hacker Evolution let's you be that hacker you always see in the movies
trying to hack into something. "I only need one more minute. Just give me a minute." I played about 30 minutes so far and just
think it's really cool. The whole game as far as I can tell is just typing commands into a console and it is very satisfying. Their
are mods and different skins for your console too. The music is pretty decent and feels like good music to hack to. Anyone who
ever thought of being a spy or just a hacker, should play this.. Good game but there are lots of bugs that needs to be fixed. Short
story. I r8 8\/8 m8. I honestly liked this game. It was short, sweet and to the punch. I wouldn't mind going on more adventures to
steal\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with Hank and TEDI throughout time. P.S. Who knew King Arthur was kind've a
dolt!. This game is beautiful! The art style is unique, cute, and pretty at the same time. The story is so enjoyable and gives you a
happy warm feeling inside. All the characters are great, filled with individuality, and the main girl rocks! Dialogue is natural and
well written. It's easy to play, doesn't take too long, and its just a beautiful game. 100% would recommend if you like ghosts and
amazing art!. One of my favorite games on the Vive. It looks great and runs great on my GTX 970. Controls are easy to pick up
and play but tricky to master. Head mounted weapon targeting is really satisfying. Even something as simple as picking up a
package and delivering it to another outpost is a lot of fun. Game play is varried, with missions ranging from point A to B
deliveries, check point racing, salvage operations and areial combat, all with voiced mission dialouge.

The game atmospher is quite emersive, you can really tell the Dev's put a lot of love in to this game. The game has fully voiced
mission dialoge and nods to sifi classics that creates a unique, yet familiar world. Missions are varied but creates an intresting
story line out of seeminly unrelated tasks. It really feels like being a free lancer in a hostile planet. Floating over moon outposts
feels like being in the universe of the 2001 Space Odessy or Moon films. It also reminds me of the enviroment from the lunar
combat game Battle Zone from the N 64 era.

Ive played for about 4 hours so far and encountered 36 missions. With the time trial freature, theres a lot of replayability too.
I've played for an extended period of time without any motion sickness that is so common with games like this.

There are a few minor issues with the game as of now. Mainly the fantasic dialoge can be hard to hear at times over in game
sound effects, Dev team has said they are looking to fix this issue. The lack of motion controller support may bother some
people, but the game plays well with an X Box controller and head tracking weapon controls are intuitive, just remember to lead
your targets. Mission difficulty can be a little uneven, but with a practice, none are unbeatable. Dev's have indicated they hope
to add multipayer in the furture.

If you are interested in sceince fiction and are looking for a novel take on space flight and combat sims, I cannot recomend this
game enough.

9.5\/10
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